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Part II: Implementation and Experiments*t 
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This part of the paper introduLces some possible implementations of Self-Scaling 
Variable Metric algorithms based oIn the theory presented in Part I. These im- 
plementations are analyzed theoretically aind discussed qualitatively. A special 
class of SSVM algorithms is introduced, which has the additional property of being 
invariant under scaliing of the objective function or of the variables. Experimental 
results are provided for a particular case of this class. This case has been tested in 
comparison to the D)FP algorithm on a variety of functions with up to 50 variables. 
The results indicate that the new method has substantial advantage for functions 
with a large number of variables. 

1. Introduction 

Variable metric methods such as the DFP algorithm tend to be very sensitive to 
factors that weaken their approximation to the conjugate gradient method (e.g., 
nonquadratic terms in the objective function, line-search inaccuracy, roundoff errors). 
It has been known for a long time that this sensitivity is substantially affected by the 
scaling of the objective function. In Part I of this paper it was demonstrated that this 
sensitivity actually depends on the "single step convergence rate" which is a bound on 
the stepwise decrease in function value. This bound is a function of the condition 
number of the matrix R = D"12V2f(x)D"12 where D is the current iiuverse Hessian 
approximation. Poor scaling of the objective function (through multiplication by a 
scalar) may cause this condition number to increase during the process of minimization. 
Consequently, this will cause deterioration in the single-step convergence rate, and 
will increase the algorithm's sensitivity to the destructive factors mentioned above. 

The self-scaling variable metric algorithms mentioned in Part I of this paper form a 
two-parameter family of variable metric algorithms where the parameters are restricted 
so as to guarantee monotonic decrease in the condition number of R when the algorithms 
are applied to a quadratic function. This will consequently insure good scaling. 

Algorithm 1 below describes the general family of self-scaling variable metric al- 
gorithms, based on the theory presented in Part I of this paper. 

Algorithm 1 (SSVMI). 

Begin with any starting point xo. 
Step 1. Set i = 0 and choose Do to be a positive definite matrix. 
Step 2. Set di = -Digi . 
Step 3. Minimize f(xi + a di) with respect to a ? 0 to obtain 

ai, pi = aidi-, xi+, = xi + pi, Ui+i - Vff(xi+1) and qi = Ji+1 - gi. 

Step 4. Choose Oi E [0, 1] and -yi such that -yi E [l/X,i, lj/lil, -yi > O. 

(XI, 7,' are the largest and the smallest eigenvalues of 

Ri = HV'2Di HVl where 
,i 

= f V2f(xi + ppi) dp). 

* Received June 1972; revised January 1973. 
t This research was supported by the National Science Foundation, Grant No. NSF-GK-29237. 
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Step 5. Set 

(1) vi = (qi'Diqi )12 (pipi'qi - Diqijqi'Diqi)) 

(2) Di+, = [Di - DqiqiDilqiDiqi + ivivi]jyi + pipi'lpi'qi. 

Step 6. Add one to i and return to Step 2. 
In summary of Part I of the paper we list below the main properties of the above 

algorithm. 
1. Di is positive definite for any i provided that Do is positive definite and pi qi > 0 
2. In the quadratic case the algorithm is a conjugate gradient algorithm, provided 

Do = I, and converges in n steps. 
3. In the quadratic case the condition number of Ri is monotonically decreasing. 
In this part of the paper we are concerned with the practical implementation of 

SSVM\1 algorithms. The practical value of Algorithm 1 depends on the possibility of 
implementing Step 4 without evaluating the eigenvalues of Ri. Fortunately, it is 
possible to generate scaling factors -yi using only readily available information. We de- 
velop a family of formulae for generating yi and investigate its properties. We also 
discuss the implications of varying -yi in Algorithm 1. Experimental results are provided 
for a particular SSV1\'I algorithm that has been tested in comparison with the DFP 
method on several functions. 

2. A Convex Class of Scaling Factors 

In this section we introduce a convex class of formulae for computing -yi that satisfy 
the requirement of Step 4 in Algorithm 1. These formulae use only information that is 
already generated in the algorithm for other purposes. 

DEFINITION 1. Let D be a nonsingular symmetric matrix and p, q two nonzero 
vectors in En. Then the scalar -y' (D, p, q) is defined by the formula 

(3) ly'(D, p, q) = (1 - p)p'q/q'Dq + pp'D 'p/p'q. 

We are going to show that the scalars -y' (Di, pi, qi) with o E [0, 1] satisfy the con- 
ditions required in Step 4 of Algorithm 1. It immediately follows from (3) that 
'Y (D, p, q) is strictly positive if D is positive definite, p'q > 0 and 0 E [0, 1]. Thus we 
have only to show that 1/y' (Di, pi, qi) is in the interval spanned by the eigenvalues 
of Ri. This is proved in the following theorem. 

THEOREM 1. Let p, q be nonzero vectors in En such that p'q > 0, D a positive definite 
symmetric matrix and H, R positive definite matrices such that 

(4) q = Hp, 

and 

(5) R = H"2DH"2. 

Let y'f (D, p, q) be as in Definition 1. Then for any o E [0, 1] there holds 

(6) 1/An _< -yP(DI p, q) <!! 1/Xl,I 

where Xi and Xn are the smallest and the largest eigenvalues of R. 

PROOF. Since for any o E [0, 1], y'p (D, p, q) is a convex combination of its extreme 
values, 'y0(D, p, q) and -1 (D, p, q), it is sufficient to prove the theorem for these two 
extreme values. 
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We define 

(7) z-= 2p 

and 

(8) r = H-112q. 

For sp = 0, substituting (4), (5) and (7) into (3) yields 

(9) y0(D, p, q) = z'z/z'Rz. 

Since X1z'z < z'Rz ? Xnz'z, we have 

(10) l/Xn _ -yo(D, p, q) ? 1/X1. 

For p = 1 substituting (4), (5) and (8) into (3) yields 

(11) y1(D, p, q) = r'R-1r/r'r. 

Since r'r/X, ? r'R-1r < r'r/Xi, we have 

(12) l/AX < -y1(D, p, q) ? 1/X1. 

The result follows from (10) and (12). 
For the general case where p is an arbitrary vector, the computation of -yl (D, p, q) 

involves inversion of D. Thus it may seem impractical to use <y (Di, pi, qi) for s0 # 0 
as a scaling factor in Algorithm 1. Fortunately, for the pi used in Algorithm 
1, lyl (Di, pi, qi) can be generated directly without inverting Di. This is shown in the 
following proposition. 

PROPOSITION 1. Let pi = -aDiVf(xi) and qi = Vf(xi + pi) - Vf(xi) for some 
xi E E", f e C2, a positive scalar a and a positive definite matrix Di. Let gi = Vf(xi) 
and y (D, p, q) be as in Deftnition 1. Then there holds 

(13) l (Di, pi, qi) = gi pilgi = - -agi'pi/qipi. 

If in addition a = aiv where ai minimizes f (xi - axDigi) over a ?> 0 (assuming the 
minimum exists) then 

(14) 
1 
(Di, pi, qi) = ai. 

PROOF. Substituting pi = -aiDigi and n = 1 in (3) yields 
, I , I 

(15) 'y1(Di, pi,q) = Pi Di pi , _ai pi gi Pi 
pi'qi pi' qi gi' Di qi 

If a = ai then pi'Vf(xi + pi) 0 and hence pi'qi = -pi'gi. Substituting the above 
into (15) yields (14). 

Proposition 1 provides two alternative ways for obtaining yl (Di, pi, qi). From an 
economical point of view it seems better to use the value of ai (as suggested by (14)), 
which is readily available. However, the error in this value may be quite large even 
for accurate line-searches (for example, if the function is very flat). For that reason 
we prefer to use (13) which does not depend on the line-search accuracy. Thus for the 
case pi = -aDigi we can write 

(16) ly (Di, pi, qi) = (1- p)pi qi/qi Diqi + f ?g ipigi Diqi. 

Using (16) as a scaling-factor generator in Algorithm 1 has the additional advantage 
of making the algorithm invariant under scaling. 
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The expression y' (D, p, q) has two additional properties the first of which is a 
"duality" relationship that follows immediately from (3). This duality can be de- 
scribed in the form 

(17) y (D, p, q) = [7 (D', q, p)] z 

The second property is set forth in the following proposition. 

PROPOSITION 2. Let p, q, H, D, R and yT' (D, p, q) be as in Theorem 1. Then there holds 

(18) 1 ? yo (D, p, q)/y1 (D, p, q) > 4K(R)j(K(R) + 1 )2 

where K (R) is the condition number of R. 

PROOF. By (3), 

(19) y (D, p, q) _ (p'q)2 (z'z)2 ' )'(D, p, q) (p'D-p) (q'Dq) (z'R-'z) (z'Rz) 

where z = H112p. Applying Schwarz inequality to (19) yields the upper bound in (18), 
while the Kantorovich inequality [4] yields the lower bound. 

3. A Class of SSVM Algorithms 

The scaling-factors generator developed in the last section can be incorporated in 
Algorithm 1 to form the following class of SSViA algorithms. 

Algorithm 2. 

Begin with any starting point xo. 
Step 1. Set i = 0 and choose Do to be a positive definite matrix. 
Step 2. Set di = -Digs. 
Step 3. A\linimizef(xi + ada) with respect to a > 0 to obtain ai, pi = aedi,xi+, 

xi + pi, gi+1 = Vf(xi+1) and qi = g+1 -g 
Step 4. Choose 'pi E [0, 1] and Oi E [0, 1]. 
Step 5. Set 

(20) i = (1 i) + Dq 
=qi' Di qi gi'iDi ? 

(21) v= (qi'DqD (pi qi -i Di qf i)' 

i i qi D Pi qi 

Step 6. Add one to i and return to Step 2. 
An additional favorable property of Algorithm 2 is its invariance, under sealing of 

the objective function or of the variables. This is proved in the following proposition. 
By possessing this property, the algorithm is immune to numerical instabilities of the 
type indicated by Bard [1]. 

PROPOSITION 3. Let Di, xi, Ip and Oi be as in Algorithm 2 and let {Di}, {xi} and 
{Db}, {xi} be the corresponding sequences generated by Algorithm 2 when it is applied to 
f (x) and af (bx) respectively. [f E C2 and a, b are positive scalars.] If b0 = cDo [c positive 
scalar], bxo = xo and the sequences { Oi}, {spi are identical for both cases, then Di = Di/ab2 
andxi = x/lbfori > 0. 
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PROOF. For any xi E En -i = VW[af(bxi] = ab7xf(xi) = abgi where xi = bxi. 
The first direction of search is clearly the saine for both cases. Thus xl = xi/b, since 
both mninimize fQ) along the same line. Consequently, Po = po/b, go = abgo and 
qo= abqo. Substituting the above po, go, qo and Do in (20), (21) and (22) yields 
D = Di/ab2. The result follows by induction. 

4. Optimal Scaling Factors 

In view of the large number of possibilities for choosing the scaling factors in Al- 
gorithm 1 and Algorithm 2, one may ask to what extent different choices of -Yi may affect 
the convergence of an SSVA'vI algorithm. We focus our attention on this question from 
the aspect of improving the single-step convergence rate (see Part I). More explicitly, 
we are concerned with how the decrease in K (Ri) at a certain iteration will be affected 
by updating Di using self-scaling updating formulae with some fixed 6i E [0, 1] and 
different -yi C [l/X.i, l/Ant]. For this purpose we reconsider in the next theorem the 
eigenvalue structure of the matrices Ri. 

For reading convenience, we redefine the necessary notation introduced in Part I 
of this paper. It was shown there that if Di is updated by equations (1) and (2) and 
if the objective function is quadratic with Hessian H, then Ri+i = D0 (RiI ly, z, z) 
where 

(23) DI(R, -y, z, z) = [R - Rzz'R/z'Rz + Ouu'h-y + zz'/z'z, 

(24) u = (z'Rz)1/2 (z/z'z - Rz/z'Rz), 

and z = H1/2p. 

THEOREM 2. Let R0&(y) = (R, -y, z, z) be defined by (23) and (24) for some fixed 
positive definite mnatrix R and a nonzero vector z. Then for any fixed 0 the eigenvalues of 
f0(-y) are { 7X20, Y730 ... * *-7n I0 11 where 20 = r73 * 7n are the nonzero eigen- 
values of Pa defined as 

(25) Pa = - Rzz'R/z'Rz + Ouu', 

with u defined by (24). Furthermore, if the eigenvalues of R are demoted by X, ? X2 < 

* < ? X, then for any 0 E [0, 1] there holds 

(26) X 1 <2 -< X2 <_ ?t13 <7n -< Xn e 

PROOF. From (23) anid (25), 

(27) R0ey) = 'yP0 + zz'/z z. 

From (24) and (25) it follows that P0z = 0 and consequently, by (27), t0(-y)z = z. 
Since z is an eigenvalue of P0, adding zz'/z'z to -yP0 moves its eigenvalue corresponding 
to z from zero to unity, while the other eigenvalues remain unchanged. Thus the 
eigenvalues of I? (-y) denoted by gl (-y) < g20 (-Y) < <_ Un' (7) are all contained 
in the set f1, 7YX202 7302 77n0 

Let -y be a constant such that -y > 1/X1 . It was proved in Part I of this paper (The- 
orem 4) that for this choice of jy, gu0(jy) = 1 and -YXk-l < ?kg0() _ -?Xk for k = 2, 3, 
* , n. It follows that -y7qk' = AUk' (j ) for k = 2, 3, , n and therefore 

(28) jXk-1 < -t X ? k for k = 2,3, 3 ,n. 

Dividing (28) by -y yields (26). 

COROLLARY 1. Let ft (,y) and ko be as defined in Theorem 2 with some fixed positive 0. 
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Then 
(a) For any positive -y the largest eigenvalue of R0 (-y) is max [1, -^Y'7m] and the smallest 

is min [1, -'Y?2 ]. 

(b) For any positive -y, 

(29) K(RQy)) ? r 

Equality in (29) is achieved if, and only if 

( 30 ) 772 << - tn0 

PROOF. (a) Follows directly from Theorem 2. 
(b) From part (a), 

(31) K (R()) - [max [1, TM'] }0 2 

If (30) holds then, by (31), K(RY(n)) = If (30) does not hold, there are two 
possible cases: If 1/,y > qrn then, by (31), K(RY(z)) = 1/-Yq2' > qn'/q28 If 1/e < MO2 

then again, by (31), K(RQy(z)) = 'Yno > 07no/0720. 

DEFINITION 2 (OPTIMAL SCALING FACTOR). Let f?R (y) be as in Theorem 2 for a 
fixed positive 0. -yi is an optimal scaling factor if 

K (RQ(/)) = min,>o K (R&(ey)). 

In view of the above definition it follows that condition (30) is a necessary and suf- 
ficient condition for -y to be an optimal scaling factor. This condition is given in terms 
of the eigenvalues of P0. Using the results of Theorem 2 we obtain a sufficient condi- 
tion for optimality of -y in terms of the eigenvalues of R. 

COROLLARY 2. Let R0 (-y) be as in Theorem 2 and the eigenvalues of R be X1 < X2 ? 
... <? Xn . If 0 E [0, 1] then any -y E [1/X 2 I/X]n-1] is an optimal scaling factor. 

PROOF. By Theorem 2, 'q20 > X2 and Xn-1 > ?7n0 for all 0 E [0, 1]. Therefore if 
X2 ? y 1/ y X l then 2'< ? i /-Y <_ 70 and hence, by Corollary 1 and Definition 2 -y is 
optimal. 

COROLLARY 3. 
Let f0 (,y), Rf Xk 0ko be as in Theorem 2, and K' be defined as 

0 
(32) K = miny>oK(R(e)). 

For any -y such that Xi < 1/-y < XAn and all 0 E [0, 1], 

(33) K (fR (ey) )/K < max [X8n/Xn-1I X2/X1]. 

PROOF. By Corollary 1, 

K (ft0 (-y)) = max [1, -yfn']/min [1, -Y12'] and K' 07no/0q2o. 

Since Xi < 1/y _ Xn, then, for all 0 E [0, 1], 

(34) K(R0 (-y)) < max [qn/X1 X n/2', X n/Xl2 ] 

Thus 

(35) K (R0(ey))/K0 < max [720/Xl1 X n/7nX 1]. 

By Theorem 2, '720 < X2 and 7n0 >= X,n-1 for all 0 E [0, 1]. Hence (33) follows from (35). 
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We see from Corollary 3 that, when the separation between the eigenvalues of the 
Ri is relatively small, only minor improvement can be achieved by using a better 
scaling factor. In such cases any choice of y E [l/XA, 1/Xi] is satisfactory. However 
there may be cases where the separation betwveen the eigenvalues of Ri is large such as 
for penalty or barrier functions. If, for example, there is only one constraint, XA/X,n 1 

may be quite large. Unfortunately, no general formula for -y, such as (16), has yet 
been found that will guarantee X2 ? 1/a ? Xn-l1 

5. Alternative Strategies and Related Properties 

In certain cases difficulties associated w ith poor scaling can be eliminated merely by 
iniitially scaling the problem. This corresponds to choosing a sequence {7i} such that 

i= 1 for i > 0. For the quadratic case such a strategy can be justified theoretically by 
the results given in Part I (Theorem 4). It was shown that in the quadratic case Ri 
has a unit eigenvalue for all i > 0; therefore, the choice yi = 1 for all i > 0 satisfies 
Xi < l/'Yi < V. Assuming that yo is chosen such that X' ?< l/7yo< X V, the above 
strategy in a quadratic case satisfies the conditions of Step 4 in Algorithm 1. An al- 
gorithm resulting from this strategy may seem attractive since it maintains the prop- 
erty Dn = H-1 for the quadratic case (see Corollary 4 in Part I ). Such a strategy which 
will be referred to as "initial scaling" can be implemented by modifying Algorithm 2 
so that yo is generated by (20) while for i > 1 -yi = 1. 

The initial scaling strategy is clearly superior to the traditional way of choosing 
as = 1 for all i, since it retains all the -former properties while benefiting from the 
freedom of choosing -yo. This w-as also confirmed in our numerical experiments. 

Unfortunately, in a general purpose algorithm scaling only on the first iteration may 
be insufficient. When considering nonquadratic functions one may expect that the 
changes in the Hessian, as the algorithm proceeds, may cause the eigenvalues of the 
matrix Hl'2DiSH12 to drift aw-ay from unity unless the problem is rescaled. Thus in 
these cases the initial scaling algorithm may eventually lose the properties associated 
with self-scaling. Cases in which initial scaling is insufficient are not always predictable. 
Thus using the above strategy may not always overcome the deficiencies of classical 
variable metric algorithms. An example wNhich illustrates such difficulties is discussed 
in ?6. 

It is clear that the changes in the Hessian could be compensated by using occasionally 
as i 1. However this may raise the question of how often to scale. Algorithm 2 resolves 
this problem by readjusting -yi at each step. Unfortunately, by allowing the scaling 
factor -yi to vary we lose the property Dn = H-1 in the quadratic case ("Property 
1"). On the other hand, we ensure monotonic improvement in the single-step 
convergence rate which is implied by monotonic decrease in K (Ri) ("Property 2"). 
In the remainider of this section we compare the "initial scaling" strategy with that 
used in Algorithm 2 by discussing the implications of trading Property 1 for Property 
2. This discussion also applies to comparison between SSViAI and classical variable 
metric algorithms and is the key to understanding the results of the experiments pre- 
sented in ?6. 

The trading of Property 1 for Property 2 is meaningless in the quadratic case where 
Do = I and exact line search is perforined. This is because in this case Algorithm 1 
will become the conjugate gradient algorithm independently of Step 4, generating a 
unique sequence of points that converge to the minimum in n steps. Property 1 in that 
case would provide a Newton step on the (n + 1 )th iteration which yields the mini- 
mum. However it is redundant, since the minimum is reached in n steps by virtue of 
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the conjugacy. Propeity 2, on the other hand, ensures that the decrease in the func- 
tion at each step N-ill be at least as good as for steepest descent. This superiority to 
steepest descent, how-ever, is again secured by the fact that the algorithm is conjugate 
gradient (see Luenberger [5]). 

In order to understand the meaning of trading 1'roperty 1 for 2 and to predict the 
consequences in practical cases, w-e have to consider in a more heuristic manner a 
perturbationi from the ideal that will destroy the conjugacy and the ??-step convergence. 
Such a perturbation may be associated with inaccurate linle search, nonquadratie 
terms in the objective function, or roundoff errors. It may be argued that in such a 
ease Property 1 will still tend to provide a good step every (mi + 1 )th iteration if the 
progress at initermediate steps is poor. If for example the algorithm jams for n. steps 
in a small nieighborhood, the Dn+? w-ill be a good local approximationl of the inverse 
Hessiani, yielding an approximate Newton step. Property 2, on the other hand, will 
imprQve the progress oni each step. 

On the basis of the above argument, we may anticipate an advantage for Property 
1 in the case of a difficult functioni with few variables. In such a case having a good 
step every (n + 1 )th iteration will compensate for the poor initermediate steps. As the 

log[f(x) - f(x*)] 

n iterations 

log[If(x) - f(x*) 

n iterations 

. Steepest descent 

Property 1 

Property 2 

FIGURE 1. Coiivergence Pattern of Algorithms Havinig Property 1 versus Those Haviing 
Property 2. 
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number of variables becomes larger the importance of Property 1 decreases while that 
of Property 2 increases. This can be explained by the infrequency of the good steps 
provided by Property 1 and the increase in the cumulative contribution of the good 
intermediate steps provided by Property 2. Furthermore when the number of variables 
n is large, the number of iterations required to obtain a reasonable approximation to 
the solution may be expected to be a low multiple of n or even less than n. The above 
argument is illustrated in Figure 1 in which the steepest descent method that con- 
verges linearly is used as a reference. 

6. Numerical Experiments and Discussion 

The numerical experiments were aimed at testing the effect of self-scaling and at 
verifying the theory presented so far. Since testing the effect of varying the parameters 
SOi and Gi in Algorithm 2 was out of the scope of this paper, we used only a special case 
of that algorithm where Gi = spi = 0 for all i. This algorithm was compared with the 
DFP algorithm, which corresponds to 6i = 0 and 'yi = 1 for all i. Both the SSVM\l 
and the DFP algorithms were run with and without restarting after every n steps. 

These algorithms were already compared for two test problems in Part I of this 
paper. In the first example, it was demonstrated that the SSVI\i algorithm is far less 
sensitive to nonquadratic terms in the objective function than the DFP method. Fur- 
thermore, in contract to the DFP algorithm, the SSVM\1 is always better than steepest 
descent. In a second example for which detailed results are given in [5], it was shown 
that the SSVM algorithm is far less sensitive to the line search inaccuracy than the 
DFP algorithm. It was also demonstrated that the DFP method may become inferior 
to steepest descent in the presence of a small error in line search, while the SSVM 
algorithm is always at least as good as steepest descent. In the quadratic case with 
exact line search both algorithms performed identically, as is implied by the theory. 

In the rest of the experiments described below we use several nonquadratic test 
problems with the variables ranging in number from two up to fifty. The results of 
these experiments are summarized in Table 1. -More detailed results are given in 
[6]. In a few cases we also tested the initial scaling strategy mentioned in ?5 where 
'yo = po' qolqo'Doqo and -i = 1 for i > 0. 

Test functions. (a) Helical valley [3]-3 variables. 

f(Xl, X2, X3) = 100t[X3 - 100(X1, X2)]2 + [?'(X1 , X2) - ]2} + X32. 

0 (x1, x2) = arctai (x2/x1) for xi > 0, 
27r 

I 1 
= ? arctan (x2jx1) for xi < 0. 

2 21r 

r(xi, X2)= (Xl2 + X22)1/2. 

M\'Iinimum point: x = (1, 0, 0). 

Starting point: xo = (-1, 0, 0). 

(b) Wood's function [2]-4 variables. 

f(Xl, X2, ,X3, X4) = 100(X2 - X12)2 + (1 - X1)2 + 90(X4 - X3)2 + (1 -X3) 

+ 10.1[(x2 - 1)2 + (X4 - 1)2] + 19.8(x2 - 1)(x4 - 1). 

Minimum point: x* = (1, 1,1, 1). 

Starting point: = (-3, -1, -3, -1). 
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TABLE 1 

Summary of Numerical Experiments 

DFP ~~DFP ssmSSVM Initial D F P R e s t Restarted SSVM Restarted Scaling Strategy 
Function N 

IT NF IT NF IT NF IT NF IT NF 

a 3 23 52 31 69 28 71 45 119 _ 
b 4 31 93 26 74 60 183 >70(l) 291 _ 
c 2 23 74 26 88 33 137 50 218 - _ 
c 6 67 175 77(2) 206 68 197 80(0) 286 _ 
c 10 >88(2) 281 131 316 85 249 133 427 90 261 
c 16 >200(1) 632 200(1) 477 139 395 171 507 131 379 
c 30 - - - 259 749 - - - - 

c 50 - - - - 437 1319 -- - - 

d 6 29( M 88 15(3) 57 9 36 7(3) 31 28 104 
d 10 42(3) 136 33(3) 93 13 48 11(3) 43 67(3) 210 
d 20 78(3) 236 45(3) 131 17 58 17 58 
d 30 89(3) 270 74 (3) 211 21 63 21 63 
d 50 134 (3) 381 141 (3) 365 29 88 29 88 - 

IT: Number of Iterations to Convergence. 
NF: Cumulative Number of Function and Gradient Evaluations. 
(1) Program stopped due to excessive number of iterations. 
(2) Program stopped due to error exit. 
(3) Required accuracy not achieved. 

(c) Multidimensional banana function-N variables. 

f (x) = :=N1 [100 (xk+l - Xk ) + (1 - Xk) ]. 

1\'Jinimum point: x* = (1, 1, , 1 ). 

Starting point: Xok = -1.2 for k = 1, 3, 5 * 

= 1 for k = 2, 4, 6 

(For N = 2 this is Rosenbrock's function [7].) 

(d) Quartic-N Variables. 

f(X) = (X'Qx)2. 

Q diagonal matrix with diagonal elements, 

qkk = k for k = 1, 2, * * *, N. 

Minimum Point: x* = (0, 0, .., 0). 

Starting Point: xo = (1, 1, 1, -, 1). 

The "multidimensional banana" function (defined above) is used as an extreme 

case which is not exactly typical in practical applications. Even for a modest number 

of variables it usually severely challenges standard algorithms. In our experiments the 

DFP algorithm was tried on this function with up to 16 variables, in which case it 

failed to converge. For 16 variables the DFP algorithm was quite far from the solution 

even after 200 iterations when it was stopped. For that reason and because of limited 

computer time only the SSVAM algorithm was tried with 30 and 50 variables. (The 

50-variables case took 4.5 minutes CPU time.) 
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The results given in Table 1 show that for a small number of variables the DFP 
algorithm has an advantage. However, as the number of variables increases, the SSVM 
algorithm becomes better. In the cases we ran, the SSVM algorithm was better than 
DFP for functions with more than six variables. This behavior can be explained by 
the fact that the DFP algorithm has Property 1 mentioned in ?5 while the SSVM 
algorithm has Property 2. The argument given in ?5 regarding the tradeoffs between 
these two properties is supported by the results. 

The limited experiments with the initial-scaling strategy were successful with the 
banana function. However the quartic function is a classical example where this 
strategy performs poorly. In the latter case the Hessian matrix at the minimum is 
identically zero and therefore as the algorithm progresses the eigenvalues of the Hes- 
sian as well as the eigenvalues of R drift constantly toward zero. Thus unless 7i is 
adjusted constantly, as occurs in the SSVM algorithm, 1/,yi does not remain in 
the span of the eigenvalues of Ri and the self-scaling property is lost. Nevertheless, 
this strategy was better than the DFP method except for one case in which the eigen- 
values of the Hessian at the starting point were large so that the function had to be 
scaled down. This initial down-scaling proved disadvantageous in later stages when 
unscaling became necessary. 

The quartic functions with large numbers of variables also illustrate cases where 
convergence can be achieved with the SSVA1I algorithms in fewer iterations than the 
number of variables. This again illustrates the advantages of Property 2 compared 
to Property 1 for a large number of variables. In fact, the detailed numerical results in 
[6] show that the SSVi\MI algorithm always was better than the DFP algorithm on the 
first n steps even in cases where the DFP method won. Thus if we stopped the al- 
gorithms before n steps, the SSVM would always yield a better approximation to the 
minimum than the DFP algorithm. 

For some reason the number of gradient and function evaluations per line-search 
was slightly higher for the SSVM algorithm in all cases. This can only be explained by 
the fact that in the program used the heuristic parameters in the line-search were 
adjusted for the DFP algorithm which gave this method an advantage. 

COMPUTATIONAL REMARKS 

The numerical experiments were done on an IBM 360/65 computer with single 
precision. The program used was a modiffied version of the algorithm FELPO1\IIN (see 
[9]) programmed in ALGOL W. The same program was used to test all the methods 
and only the updating formula was altered accordingly. The line-search was the same 
in all cases, and was based on cubic interpolation. The stopping rule for the line- 
search was: Stop if the new point is obtained between the last two points, and the 
new function is lower than at the last two points. The new point was also required to 
satisfy the condition pi'qi > 0 to guarantee positive definiteness of the Di matrices. 
The stopping rule for the complete algorithm was based on the stepsize and the norm 
of the gradient. However, successful convergence always resulted in function values 
within 10-9 or less (depending oIn the function) from the minimum. 

A feature added to the algorithms on a heuristic basis was to reset the inverse 
Hessian approximation to a diagonal matrix with random elements in the interval 
[0.1, 2] if the denominators in the updating formula became too small. However this 
was not done more than once in succession. 

The algorithms had several error exits for the following cases: 
(1) The direction of search was not a direction of descent. 
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(2) The number of iterations exceeded some predetermined number. 
(3) The step size became too small. 
(4) The denominators in the updating formula became too small twice in succession. 

7. Conclusions 

The focus in this part of the paper is on possible implementations of SSVM\I al- 
gorithms based on the theory presented in Part I. Algorithm 2 contains a special 
family of such implementations, which have the following properties. 

(1) The inverse Hessian approximations are positive definite. 
(2) For an n-dimensional quadratic function the directions of search are conjugate 

(if Do = I, conjugate gradient), and the algorithms converge in mt steps. 
(3) The single-step convergence rate decreases monotonically when the algorithm 

is applied to a quadratic function. 
(4) The algorithms are invariant under the scaling of the objective function or 

uniform scaling of the variables. 
The last two properties, which are new, are responsible for the superior performance 

of the SSVi\I algorithm in high-dimensional problems, demonstrated in the numerical 
experiments, and promise low sensitivity to line-search inaccuracy and roundoff errors. 

Further investigation is required to analyze the effect of varying the parameters 
spi and 6i in Algorithm 2, and to obtain criteria for choosing these parameters. A pos- 
sibility that should be considered is to choose spi so that yi is as close as possible to 
unity. -yi wsill then automatically become unity if the problem is already well-scaled. 
The selection cpi = Oi = 0 used in this paper for demonstrating the virtues of self scal- 
ing, is by no means an optimal choice of these parameters. Further experiments (to be 
reported elsewhere) actually indicate that different values of spi and &i may lend to 
much better performance of Algorithm 2. Additional improvement may also be ob- 
tained by relaxing the line-search (see Oren [7]). 
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